
 

 

 

Child Gatherer: Follow the order of events on the heat sheet and Locate swimmers in your assigned age group 
whose events are up-coming.   Line up swimmers on benches according to heat and lanes.  Stay with swimmers until 
the Clerk of Course takes them to the Blocks.  A brief meeting is held in the gathering/staging area prior to the start of 
the meet.  Report at the same time the timers meeting is called.   

 

Clerk of Course: Move swimmers from staging area (benches) to the chairs on deck behind their respective lanes. 
Follow the heat sheet to ensure that the swimmers get to the blocks on time for their events. Two Clerks of Course 
at away meets, three at home meets.  A brief meeting is held in the gathering/staging area prior to the start of the 
meet.  Report at the same time the timers meeting is called.  

 

Concession: Sell heat sheets, food and drinks and at the end of the meet help to clean up all concession items and 
concession area.   Report to the concession area at the clubhouse. 

 

Event Chart:  At home meets, flip numbers to correspond to the current Event and Heat (follow the heat sheet). 
Will sit on the platform at the top of the slide. 

 

Heat Ribbons: Stand at the end of the lane (where swimmers exit after each race) to hand a ribbon to the first place 
finisher of each heat. 

 

Label / Sort Ribbons: Apply labels to ribbons and sort by team. This is done in the clubhouse after the start of the 
meet. Generally report to clubhouse after backstroke events are finished. 

 

   Party Planner (counts as 2 volunteer slots): Plan and execute the end of season party 

 

Set Up / Clean Up: Help to set up the pool area before the home meets (requires some heavy lifting). After the 
meet is over return the pool area to its original condition and help to clean up the clubhouse. Must arrive by 4:00 
pm for set up and stay after the meet is complete for clean-up. 

 

Stroke/Turn Judge: Must be have online training in order to volunteer for this slot.  Watch swimmers in three lanes 
to ensure proper strokes and turns. Training is provided and required by the league.  

 

Timer: Two timers per lane (1 from home team, 1 from away team), will use the Dolphin Timing System. The times 
are automatically recorded in the Hy-Tek software. Must attend brief Timers meeting in the clubhouse prior to meet 
starting. 

 

Volunteer Coordinator:   Call volunteers the weekend before the meet as a reminder.  Arrive early to check-in 
volunteers as they arrive at the meet.  Provide instructions to the volunteers if necessary.  Contact meet director 
prior to the start of the meet if any volunteers do not show up. 

 


